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Destroying Fear
Strategies to Overthrow the Enemy’s Tactics 

and Walk in Total Freedom

by John Ramirez

1.  The trajectory of your life was quite different twenty years ago than where you 
have landed today. Can you tell us a bit about your own story of salvation?

2.  The preface of Destroying Fear compares the well-known conflict of good  
versus evil with that of comrades Iron Man and Captain America. What exactly 
do you say these superheroes have to do with the Church?

3.  With all of the torment that we are subject to as humans—from natural  
disasters to human violence—it’s quite easy to be overcome by fear. How does 
the crippling weight of fear affect our relationships with Christ our Savior?

4. How is modern-day deliverance ministry different from other healing ministries?

5.  Why is it that so many Christians seem to have forgotten about the third  
person of the Trinity—the Holy Spirit? What effect does this have on the 
Church?

6.  In what ways has the modern-day Church lost sight of what the earliest  
Christians had set out to do? How has this loss allowed fear to take hold of 
Christ followers?

7.  Destroying Fear includes many prayers that will strike the enemy from  
different levels. Why must we recognize that Satan attacks the Church from 
different spiritual-realm levels? And, how can we prepare our own arsenal to 
combat these attacks?

8.  What is your prayer for the believers—and hopefully the unbelievers—that 
pick up this book?

9.  Where can our audience go for more information about the book and to  
connect with you?
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